3 IEDs recovered, one Naxal apprehended by SSB

New Delhi-(18 January 2018) – Personnel of D Coy of 32nd Bn of Sashastra Seema Bal, Bela Muzaffarpur, Bihar and team of Shakurabad Police Station of District Jahanabad, Bihar had apprehended a wanted Naxal, Shivdhani Thakur. He was wanted in case Nos. 136/14 and 137/14 under sections 147, 148, 384, 385 of IPC and 17 CLA Act registered against the apprehended Naxal at PS Shakurabad.
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Shivdhani Thakur S/o Late Radhey Thakur aged 30 years r/o village Nihalpur, PS Paras Bigha, District Jehanabad, Bihar was apprehended from village Ratni under PS Shakurabad by 1800 Hrs on 17/01/2018. He was an active member of Magadh range of CPI (M). Apprehension of Shivdhani Thakur is a big blow to CPI(M).

The personnel of D Coy of 32nd Bn of SSB Bela Muzaffarpur, Bihar had also recovered 3 Nos. of Improvised Explosive devices (IEDs) from sugarcane field near village – Sonoalsubba, Suppi OP under PS Majorganj, Sitamarhi, Bihar.
The IEDs were laid to neutralize the patrol party. Riga Suppi Majorganj belt is considered as hub of Naxalities. The Sashastra Seema Bal had recovered 30 Kgs of Ammonium Nitrate and 05 Nos. of detonators from Suppi village in last year. The recovered IEDs were battery operated IEDs.

The apprehension of Naxal and recovery of IED are considered to be major achievement by SSB in recent times and these success has averted big incidents aimed to inflict damages to security forces operating against Naxals.

In the ongoing crusade against the naxals, Sashastra Seema Bal have apprehended 134 Nos. of Maoists/Naxals, 84 Nos. of linkman/ OGW (over ground workers) in the year 2017, whereas 02 Nos. of Naxals and 02 Nos. of suspected linkman apprehended in 2018 till this date.
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